The Department of English
Is pleased to announce and congratulate the Edward Moses
Graduate Creative Writing winners for Spring 2013

POETRY

• Elise Suklje -- FIRST PLACE
  "named / at the same time as fallen (i, ii, iii)"

• Elizabeth Cantwell -- SECOND PLACE
  “I Was Concocted by the News Media”

HONORABLE MENTION

Michelle Brittan, for “On Waking When You’re Already Leaving” & “A Name Made of Asterisks”; Elizabeth Cantwell, for “At the Mouth of a River”; and Todd Fredson, for “Waiting in Zraluo”

FICTION

• Alexandra D’Italia -- FIRST PLACE
  "When He's in the Room"

• Bryan Hurt -- SECOND PLACE
  "The Bilingual School"

HONORABLE MENTION

Jonathan Hamrick, "Shift"

A big thanks to this year’s judges: Jeff Solomon (fiction) and Blas Falconer (poetry).

*The Edward W. Moses competition was made possible through the generous endowment gift from the Edward W. Moses family.